
Power, Privilege, and Inequality Study Guide
- multiple choice: mostly focus on arguments of readings
- short answer: knowledge of key concepts
- essay: use both midterm and future info
o ideas of race, gender, sexuality, ability, etc

READING 29 (p.281)
Pfeffer Carla “ “I don’t like passing as a Straight Woman”: Queer Negotiations of Identity and
Social Group Membership.
·      Focus on social interactions idea of the formation of sexuality, and how “passing”
for a certain sexuality creates normative sexuality
·      Interviews show difficulty in sexuality definition because of various gender
definitions or lack of gender definitions within partnerships
Argument for “recognition” of various genders and sexualities, not “passing”

READING 30 (p.295)

Collins, Patricia Hill. “It’s All in the Family: Intersections of Gender, Race, and Nation.”

· What is a traditional family ideal?
Heterosexual, upper middle class, white couples
-the idea of the heterosexual couple with working father, stay at home mom, and children

-the men (head of the household) uses masculinity to maintain the family

→ wifes defer to husbands, daughters to sons, etc

-the idea of the home is means of security and privacy for a similar group of people

-members of a family owe dependence and assistance to their
relatives;belonging=benefits

-the family OWNS their home → symbol of the American Dream

· In what ways does the family replicate and maintain power hierarchies that exist
in society?
o Patriarchy rule and the subservience of women
· What are the six ways that the traditional family ideal constructs intersections of
gender, race, and nation?
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● Exclusion of minorities through apprenticeships and inheritance
● Male headship--> masculinity= authority; working class men obtaining “family

wage” perpetuates a naturalized gender hierarchy
● family planning: control over women’s sexualities→ Women’s + children’s social

class status derives from that of men
● Nation-state= national family. Hetero couples with children become foundational

for assessing group contributions to overall national being.
● “Blood ties” → that regulates spread of rightsà significance of biology in

definitions of
● Inheritance + property→ perpetuated racial discrimination. Property rights in white

working class families while African Americans were excluded

other notes:
eugenic movements “philosophy of biological determinism with a belief that science
might provide a technical fix for social problems”
eugenic movements→ led to classification of racial groups
White women, middle class were encouraged to reproduce while Women of Color are
discouraged from having children.

READING 33 (p.323)

Mickelson, Roslyn Arlin. “How Tracking Undermines Race Equity in Desegregated Schools.”

· What is second-generation segregation?
- Persistence of segregation which is not as obvious but still exists.
- Social and institutional segregation, not by law but by practice

What is tracking?
o Target instruction to students prior knowledge-> diff based upon opportunity
which is connected to class and race. Re-segregates

· Since the formal desegregation of schools, what forms of inequality impact the
education system?
economic inequality - schools in low income areas receive less federal funding
than those in more developed areas.
· Evaluate the studies (reading 33) contribution compared to previous studies.

READING 35 (p.F340)
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Sacks, Peter. “Class Matters” Reading 35.

· What does Sacks argue is at the root of inequalities in education?
- Class
- Can’t go to college if you don’t apply: 45% of lower class, 58% middle, 79% upper

→ this is all despite what they scored on achievement tests

- wealthy low achievers have a higher chance of advancement than the smart &
poor

· Is meritocracy a myth?
- the myth of meritocracy that the system distributes resources—by especially

wealth and income not with students’ hard works or performance
- because the differences in wealth and income, reinforce the social, cultural

capital between rich and poor, produce staggering inequality in children’s
educational aspiration and achievement.

· What remedies might help make the (higher) education more successful?
- Affirmative action programs, a quota system, outreach to first generation students

etc.

READING 36:

Acker, Joan. “Inequality Regimes: Gender, Class, and Race in Organizations.”

● How do you define organization?
○ Any group with policies, practices, resources, goals, etc

● What are inequality regimes?
○ Systematic disparities between participants in power/control over goals,

resources, and outcomes.
● How does Acker’s approach differ from previous approaches?
● What is her approach?
● What theoretical perspective would you classify this reading under?

○ conflict
● What factors shape inequality in organizations?

○ recruiting process
● Which organizational processes shape inequality? How?

○ the basis of requirements of a white male→ women have outside
responsibilities, flexible jobs belong to men who were able to climb higher

○ part time workers have the worst flexibility and least benefits
○ class hierarchies→ not only is there a wage gap, especially for skilled work
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■ managers often take credit for work of assistants or other lower
ranks

● What measures reduce inequality in organizations?
○ affirmative action

READING 37:

Bertrand & Mullainathan “Are Emily and Greg More Employable Than Lakisha and Jamal?

· What is this study’s methodology?
Using resumes of fictitious applicants to measure racial profiling based upon

names

· What does this study find about inequalities in hiring procedures?
● That blacks are discriminated against in the hiring process
● african american applicants were less likely to get an interview
● even higher levels of qualifications and more impressive resumes did not show

that much of an increase in success

· How does this study compare to other approaches?
● It uses fake resumes and trial and error runs, rather than analyzing data

· Is this study useful in understanding inequality in the workforce?
Yes, class invisibility creates inequality

yes, both for applicants and other aspects

it may apply to promotions within as well, by simply overlooking a black employee
despite any qualification they may have

READING 38:
Hondagneu-Sotelo “Families on the Frontier. From Braceros in the Fields to Braceras in the
Home.”

· How does immigration shape or contribute to the US workforce?
Immigrants complete jobs that US workers think is beneath them or too gross to

do
● Immigrants contribute to workforce, but also cause an economic transfer of

money
· What is a transnational family?
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